Mercury throughout history
• First noted by Assyrians 14th century BC
• Referred to as “wandering stars”
• Roman god of commerce from Latin
word "mercari"
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• Mercury known as the evening "star", or
morning "star"
• Greeks called the evening star “Hermes”
and the morning star “Apollo”

Planet Mercury.
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• Smallest planet in the solar system and
has the closest orbit to the Sun
• Single day on Mercury almost 59 earth
days
• 1 year is only 88 earth days!
• Temperature on Mercury between 173oC and 427oC!
• Highly elliptical Orbit at ̴ 0.3 AU.
(46million Kilometres) at Perihelion and
at aphelion it is 0.46AU. (70 million
kilometres)
• No Opposite seasons due to almost
vertical axial tilt.

Planet Mercury.
• Sunlight on Mercury is 6.5 times more
intense than on Earth.
• Appears 2.5 times (on average)greater on
the surface of Mercury.
• Inner iron core of Mercury makes up 85% of
the Planets radius
• Intense sunlight may have eroded the
surface
• Or a large collision!!
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Mercury's Atmosphere

A visualization of the sodium "exosphere" around Mercury courtesy of Matthew
Burger at NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center.

•

Atmospheric pressure at the planet’s surface
is less than one trillionth of Earth’s .

•

Hydrogen, Helium, and oxygen, with thin
amount of sodium Potassium, Calcium and
Magnesium.

•

Constantly been blown away into space by the
pressure of sunlight and solar wind.

•

Gasses added to the atmosphere through solar
winds, radioactive decay , Micrometeorites.

Mercury’s Surface
• No real atmosphere to slow impactors
down.
• Similar to the moon with extensive
planes and craters.
• Size and shape of crater can determine
the speed and size of impactor.
• Cloris Basin 960 miles (1,550 km) in
diameter.
• First imaged in 1974 by NASA’s Mariner 10.
• Geological activity has ceased.

Ice On Mercury
• Surface temperatures up to 427oC
• Possible Ice in Polar Carters!!
• In 2012 NASA’s MESSENGER Spacecraft
confirmed Ice on Mercury!!

Kandinsky crater- Image released Oct. 15, 2014 -NASA

MESSENGER Spacecraft (MErcury Surface, Space ENvironment,
GEochemistry, and Ranging)

Mercury’s orbit and relativity
• General relativity and Newton’s
gravitational theory make essentially
identical predictions in weak gravitational
fields.
• Mercury's orbit is found to precess in
space over time.
• Only part of this can be accounted for by
perturbations in Newton's theory.
• Precession that is predicted by the Theory
of General Relativity!

Another point to Einstein!!

